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Let’s Get Ready To Rumbbbbbbble! 

Vince McMahon couldn't have scripted a more theatrical prologue to the 2020 Presidential Election than the 
one investors currently have a front-row ticket to. Moreover, few sequels were better than the original; we 
can think of The Godfather II, Terminator II, and the Empire Strikes Back, to name a few. However, the drama 
and circumstance leading up to the next election could prove more outrageous than 2016. At this point, we 
remind our readers that we have long held ourselves out to be politically agnostic as it relates to advising 
and position our client's portfolios to generate risk-adjusted total returns commensurate with their goals and 
objectives. Still, we have not deviated in our opinion, suggesting as the probability increases that Democrats 
win the White House in 2020, so does the potential for increased market volatility and the likelihood of 
significant near-term market retracement. Thus the latest skirmish between the left and the right stemming 
from the whistleblower complaint reinforces our beliefs and now fast-tracks the probability for an 
impeachment hearing in the Senate. Until this week, the House found ways to keep impeachment on the 
back-burner, despite the rallying cries from more progressive factions of the caucus. However, even Speaker 
Pelosi could no longer turn a blind eye, notwithstanding any potential negative policy backlash 
(USMCA/prescription drug legislation). 

The question we pose is, "did the POTUS want this all along?" Because from our perspective, the House will 
certainly impeach the POTUS under Article II, Section 4 of the US Constitution, under some interpretation of 
a high crime. However, we doubt the Senate will have enough votes to remove President Trump from office, 
despite emerging details within the whistleblower report, that some believe are more scathing than the 
original call transcript between President Trump and Ukraine President Zelensky.  

So what is next? At this point, Speaker Pelosi has launched a formal impeachment inquiry but has not called 
for a formal vote. We believe this is key because the Speaker doesn't want to call out over 40 Democrats in 
vulnerable voting districts. History has not looked kindly on the political party driving any Presidential 
impeachment process. So from our perspective, any impeachment proceedings will: 1) derail any chance of 
significant legislation between now and the 2020 election, 2) detract campaign messaging from several 
Democratic candidates away from real policy issues, and 3) further divide an already polarized electorate. By 
the same notion, we do not believe the POTUS emerges from this entirely politically unscathed. Certain 
aspects of the whistleblower report are raising eyebrows even among conservatives, while also deepening 
the divide between the Executive and other branches of government.  

So we see no tranquil pathway forward for US equity markets. Impeachment proceedings will only cause 
both political parties to dig-in more than they are already.  Concerns are emerging that Leader McConnell 
may not even entertain impeachment in the Senate, while candidates on the left are still pitching aggressive 
tax proposals (capital-gains/higher corporate taxes), the latest of which is Vice-President Biden's Wall Street 
Tax. As a result, we continue to promote de-risking across both equities and fixed-income; the next 14 
months will be a roller-coaster filled with promises, tweets, debates, and political flash-points.  
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Disclosure: The information in this publication and references to specific securities, asset classes and financial markets are provided for illustrative 
purposes and do not constitute an offer to sell, or solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities, nor does they constitute an endorsement with 
respect to any investment area or vehicle. This material serves to provide general information to clients and is not meant to be legal or tax advice for any 
particular investor, which can only be provided by qualified tax and legal counsel. Certain information contained herein is based on outside sources 
believed to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed. Investment products (other than deposit products) referenced in this material are not insured 
by the FDIC (or any other state or federal agency), are not deposits of or guaranteed by Northeast Private Client Group, and are subject to investment 
risk, including the loss of principal amount invested. Portfolios are subject to investment risks, including possible loss of the principal amount invested. 
In addition, foreign investments may be less liquid, more volatile and less subject to governmental supervision than in the United States. The values of 
foreign securities can be affected by changes in currency rates, application of foreign tax laws, changes in governmental administration and economic 
and monetary policy. Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and expenses of ETFs carefully before investing. This and other 
information are contained in the fund’s prospectus, which may be obtained from your investment professional. Please read it before you invest. 
Investments in ETFs are subject to risk, including possible loss of the principal amount invested. This information is being provided to current Northeast 
Private Client Group clients and should not be further distributed without Northeast Private Client Group’s approval. S&P 500 Index is a market index 
generally considered representative of the stock market as a whole. The index focuses on the large-cap segment of the U.S. equities market. Dow Jones 
Industrial Average is a widely used indicator of the overall condition of the stock market, a price-weighted average of 30 actively traded blue chip stocks, 
primarily industrials, but also includes financial, leisure and other service-oriented firms. Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the smallest 
2,000 companies in the Russell 3000 Index of the 3,000 largest U.S. companies in terms of market capitalization. NASDAQ Composite Index is a market 
value-weighted index that measures all NASDAQ domestic and non-U.S. based common stocks listed on the NASDAQ stock market. Each company's 
security affects the index in proportion to its market value This commentary contains forward-looking statements and projections. Actual results may 
differ from current expectations based on a number of factors including but not limited to changing market conditions, leverage and underlying asset 
performance. Northeast Private Client Group makes no representation or warranty, express or implied that this information shall be relied upon as a 
promise or representation regarding past or future performance. This material contains the current opinions of the author but not necessarily those of 
Guardian or its subsidiaries and such opinions are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Indices are 
unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an index. Data and rates used were indicative of market conditions as of the date shown. Opinions, 
estimates, forecasts, and statements of financial market trends are based on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. 
Securities products and advisory services offered through Park Avenue Securities LLC (PAS), member FINRA, SIPC. OSJ: 200 Broadhollow Road Suite 
405, Melville, NY 11747, 631-589-5400. PAS is an indirect, wholly-owned subsidiary of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America® (Guardian), 
New York, NY. Northeast Private Client Group is not an affiliate or subsidiary of PAS or Guardian. 2019-86960 Exp. 12/19. 


